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Unicorn Day 2020
Hooray! Hooray!
It's Unicorn Day!
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Unicorn Day Book
When unicorns
come out to play.
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Unicorn Day Ideas
The most important rule of Unicorn Day is to have fun, fun, fun!
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Unicorn Daycare
The unicorns are celebrating their favorite day of the year, complete with rainbows, cupcakes,
butterflies, and all sorts of joyful things. But when it's revealed there's an impostor in their midst, the
party comes to a screeching halt...
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Unicorn Day Celebration
Will the unicorns welcome all and continue their fun in all its glittery glory?
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Unicorn Day 2018
A clever, colorful, and over-the-top picture book about unicorns, celebrations, and most importantly,
friendship.
Yay! Yay! Yay! It's Unicorn Day! Well, I mean I suspect that every day might be Unicorn Day, but in this
book we're looking at just one of those days.

Filled with fun, bright pictures, this story is fairly simple with an inclusive message about kindness and
friendship. I'm often leery of books told in rhyme, but this one does it very well, and I never had to
guess about the rhythm of the lines.
4 fun stars for this book that is perfect for anyone who loves unicorns (or glitter fights)!
Thanks to N

Yay! Yay! Yay! It's Unicorn Day! Well, I mean I suspect that every day might be Unicorn

Day, but in this book we're looking at just one of those days.

Filled with fun, bright pictures, this story is fairly simple with an inclusive message about kindness and
friendship. I'm often leery of books told in rhyme, but this one does it very well, and I never had to
guess about the rhythm of the lines.
4 fun stars for this book that is perfect for anyone who loves unicorns (or glitter fights)!
Thanks to NetGalley and Sourcebooks Jabberwocky for providing me with a DRC of this book.
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Unicorn Day At School
This was absolutely adorable, and who doesn't love unicorns? I enjoyed the theme of friendship and
acceptance surrounding the "impostor" in their group, and I thought the little song at the end was really
fun and would work well for a storytime read-along.
Thank you so much to the publisher for providing me with this ARC in exchange for an honest review!
It's Unicorn Day, and those magical horned equines are getting into the enchanted fun - braiding one
another's manes, dodging cupcakes as they rain from the sky, getting into glitter fights - when they
discover an impostor in the midst. Will they kick out the brown horse with a fake horn? Or will they
prove that everyone is welcome at Unicorn Day...?
There's never much doubt as to the answer to that question, as the rhyming text of Unicorn Day builds
towards its message of tolerance and inclusivi

It's Unicorn Day, and those magical horned equines are

getting into the enchanted fun - braiding one another's manes, dodging cupcakes as they rain from the
sky, getting into glitter fights - when they discover an impostor in the midst. Will they kick out the brown
horse with a fake horn? Or will they prove that everyone is welcome at Unicorn Day...?
There's never much doubt as to the answer to that question, as the rhyming text of Unicorn Day builds
towards its message of tolerance and inclusivity. The accompanying artwork from illustrator Luke
Flowers is colorful and full of sparkle, reminding me a bit in tone of Brigitte Barrager, who illustrated
Uni the Unicorn and its sequel. Unicorns are very popular right now, so I can imagine this one going
down well with fans. For my part, I was somewhat unimpressed, finding the rhymes a little awkward and
the artwork a little too sweet.
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Unicorn Day Starbucks
I love this Unicorn story! I was so excited to get a copy of it to read to my preschoolers! The kids in my
program love anything unicorn, in fact each year celebrate unicorn week!
This story is a colorful and simple story about celebrating unicorns, full of glitter, cupcakes, rhyming,
dancing and all things happy and fun! Their is also a message of friendship and acceptance of others.
This book will definitely be a hit for preschoolers!
Thank you to Sourcebooks and NetGalley for this advanced co

I love this Unicorn story! I was so

excited to get a copy of it to read to my preschoolers! The kids in my program love anything unicorn, in
fact each year celebrate unicorn week!
This story is a colorful and simple story about celebrating unicorns, full of glitter, cupcakes, rhyming,
dancing and all things happy and fun! Their is also a message of friendship and acceptance of others.
This book will definitely be a hit for preschoolers!
Thank you to Sourcebooks and NetGalley for this advanced copy! This will be featured on my blog
Thursday March 28, 2019 @ https://colecampfireblog.com/
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Such an adorable book! Unicorns celebrating Unicorn Day with a big party! Love it. My daughter is a
compete unicorn junkie and she enjoyed this book immensely, especially the drawings. My son, 7 years
old, got right into the story, as well. Winner!
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Unicorn Day 2019
At first glance, this looks like a pretty frivolous book full of unicorns, fairies, cupcakes, and glitter fights.
But it's actually about friendship and acceptance. Unicorns just want to have fun, fun, fun! Would they
really be so petty as to exclude those who aren't exactly like them? Of course not!
The confection-sweet illustrations might be a bit much for some readers (including this one; I found the
Lisa Frank-like colour palette a bit intense), but the rhyming text and pure exuberance of the

At first

glance, this looks like a pretty frivolous book full of unicorns, fairies, cupcakes, and glitter fights. But it's
actually about friendship and acceptance. Unicorns just want to have fun, fun, fun! Would they really be
so petty as to exclude those who aren't exactly like them? Of course not!
The confection-sweet illustrations might be a bit much for some readers (including this one; I found the
Lisa Frank-like colour palette a bit intense), but the rhyming text and pure exuberance of the characters
will likely make the book very appealing to kids. Especially kids who love unicorns.
Thank you to NetGalley and Sourcebooks Jabberwocky for providing a digital ARC.
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Alright, everyone. It's time to drop whatever you're doing and go requestÂ Unicorn DayÂ by Diana
Murray and illustrated by Luke Flowers from NetGalley because this book is just adorable. I requested
this book largely due tot he fact that, in my work, I know aÂ bunch of kids who are super into unicorns.
And see, one of the cool things about my job is that when kids end instruction with us we get to buy
them a book. Mainly, I wanted to see if this was a book that would be perfect for some of the kids
Alright, everyone. It's time to drop whatever you're doing and go requestÂ Unicorn DayÂ by Diana
Murray and illustrated by Luke Flowers from NetGalley because this book is just adorable. I requested
this book largely due tot he fact that, in my work, I know aÂ bunch of kids who are super into unicorns.
And see, one of the cool things about my job is that when kids end instruction with us we get to buy
them a book. Mainly, I wanted to see if this was a book that would be perfect for some of the kids I've
been teaching and I was so thoroughly pleased with and impressed by this book that I brought my iPad
into work this morning so I could show it off to my coworkers. Needless to say, I have a feeling this book
is going to be going home with one of our kiddos in the future.
Unicorn Day is a gorgeously illustrated story about unicorns having a giant, very pink and very glittery
party and basically just having oodles and oodles of fun all day long. Naturally, all this fun that the
unicorns are having has prompted someone else to want to join in as well. You'll just have to read the
book to find out what happens because it's a bit of a spoiler.Â Unicorn Day is about having a great time
with friends, acceptance, and building new friendships. And I loved every piece of it. I had so much fun
reading this book and I found myself giggling over and over again at how amazing this book was and
how much I knew some of the kids I work with would just die to have a copy. I can't wait for it to be
published so I can buy one for myself to bring into work.
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This is definitely an amazing children's book and one you should really consider getting for your shelf,
especially if you have or work with kids.
I was provided a free copy of this book via NetGalley in exchange for an honest review.
| TwitterÂ | Reader Fox BlogÂ | InstagramÂ |
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